CBS investigates Liberty Dollar
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AUSTIN, Texas—The most active Liberty Currency Redemption Center (RC)s in the country became the subject of a special report on the CBS news affiliate KEYE TV here Feb. 6, 2003.

Last November, Austin RCs began introducing Liberty Currency to area merchants in what they called, "Liberty Walks." They were surprised at how favorably shopkeepers received Liberty Currency.

News of the alternative to fiat money had apparently spread enough to prompt the local news to conduct a month-long investigation. Three businesses were picked at random and asked their opinion of Liberty Currency. Though one business said he wanted to trade it for FRAUDs, he didn't. So, according to the special report, Liberty Currency three, FRAUDs zero.

Other key points revealed by KEWE's special investigation was the Liberty Currency is legal (just as the U.S. Treasury, Secret Service and the Federal Reserve have already stated); that it also confirmed that the $10 Silver Liberty is really worth $10; that $3 million in Liberty Currency is in circulation; Austin has 26 RCs.
Do banks take it?
No. But, banks do make a record of your every financial transaction available to government so